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input value. Thereby, the number of steps determines the
resolution of the ADC.

Abstract— This work presents the implementation of an
11 Bit pipelined successive approximation register ADC (PSAR)
in a 65 nm technology. The proposed ADC utilizes comparatorbased switch-capacitor circuits and zero-detection in order to
enable fast and high linear residue amplification with at
reasonable area costs. Simulation results indicate conversion
rates of 4.4 MSPS and energy consumption of 48.8 fJ per step.

B. Pipelined ADC (PADC)
Converters focusing on high conversion rates are
commonly based on the Flash ADC architecture [5, 6] or on the
pipelined ADC principle [7, 8]. The latter enables a
considerable high conversion rate by dividing the conversion in
sub-steps, which raises the throughput by the same amount.
The drawback is a longer latency since the conversion result is
only available after all sub-units finished its processing.

Keywords— Switched capacitor circuits, Analog-digital
conversion, Analog-digital integrated circuits, Zero-Crossing
Detection

I. INTRODUCTION
Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs) are essential devices
in mixed-signal circuits. Its wide field of applications and
requirements resulted in various converter types, e.g.
integrating ADC, successive approximation ADC, flash ADC,
pipelined ADC, and sigma-delta ADC [1]. Each of these
converters has its preferred tasks. However, for selected
applications it is useful to combine different ADC concepts in
order to obtain the best trade-off between power dissipation,
area, and conversion speed.

C. Pipelined SAR (PSAR)
The pipelined ADC principle can be combined with
different architectures, like the Flash-ADC [9] or the successive
approximation register [10-13]. The former enables high speed
at the cost of power and area. In contrast, the pipelined SAR
(PSAR) offers a promising compromise between moderate
conversion rates as well as power and area demands.
D. PSAR Structure
Fig. 1 depicts the scheme of the implemented PSAR. It
consists of two 3 Bit SAR (SAR3) and a 4 Bit SAR (SAR4),
which are connected to a residue amplifier (ResAMP). The
control of the PSAR is realized by the digital “Control and
Time Alignment Logic”. Further, each SAR works with charge
redistribution whereas the value of the applied capacitances
increases by factor two. It should be noted, that the base
capacitance value Cb of the SAR4 is only the half of its
counterpart in the SAR3. This has no considerable impact on
the conversion error, as the final conversion stage has lower
requirements on the conversion precision. Additionally, each
SAR contains a dynamic comparator.

A common challenge of pipelined ADC is the realization of
high linear and fast residue amplification between each
conversion stage. Amongst the several solutions the
comparator-based switch-capacitor approach with ZeroCrossing Detection (ZCD) is a promising technique especially
for implementation in technologies below 100 nm [2-4].
The ADC presented in this paper combines the concepts of
pipelined ADC with successive approximation and applies the
comparator-based switch-capacitor for residue amplification.
Further, an improved ZCD circuit is proposed in order to
enable high linear and fast residue amplification.

The implemented unipolar PSAR applies a common-mode
voltage VCM which is equal to the half of the reference voltage
VREF, i.e. VCM = VREF/2.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the general architecture of the implemented ADC.
Section III focuses on the circuits for residue amplification and
section IV presents simulation results. Finally, section V
concludes this work.

E. PSAR Control Scheme
The SARs presented in Fig. 1 work in different phases
controlled by the clock signal. The phases are:

II. PIPELINED SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION REGISTER
This section introduces the concept of the implemented
Pipelined Successive Approximation Register (PSAR) and
details its control.

 LOAD: Read new input voltage into the SAR
‒ Mux M0 connects net M0OUT with input VIN (voltage
level Vin), thus the voltage level of M0OUT changes to
VM0 = Vin
‒ Bits 1 to n and CTRL are set to high (i.e., ‘1’), thus
mux M1 to Mn+1 connect capacitors with M0OUT
‒ Switch S0 connects VINT with VCM

A. Successive Approximation Register (SAR)
Successive approximation is a popular approach for ADCs
which require moderate conversion times at low area and
power demands [1]. The main principle bases on successive
halving of the intermediate results and comparison with the
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Based on the control scheme the binary conversion result
must be transformed in the following manner:
 1st SAR3 / SAR4
‒ If S = ‘0’: invert Bx (i.e., Bx = ~Bx)
‒ If S = ‘1’: Bx stays (i.e., Bx = Bx)
 2nd SAR3
‒ If S = ‘1’: invert Bx (i.e., Bx = ~Bx)
‒ If S = ‘0’: Bx stays (i.e., Bx = Bx)
Further, the signal S of the first SAR3 indicates the first bit
of the final binary results. Thus, the presented PSAR is an
11 Bit ADC.
In order to enable high conversion rates the residue
amplifier (ResAMP) separates the sample phase LOAD of the
input voltage, i.e. the sum of residue voltage and VCM, and the
amplification phase AMPL. However, this configuration
creates a conflict with the 2nd SAR3, which enters the phase
LOAD (2. CLK) directly after the phase TRANS (1. CLK).
Consequently, it must be possible to store a sampled voltage on
an additional capacitor, which is realized during phase
STORE. Before amplification, the stored voltage must be
sampled into ResAMP, which is done during phase LD ST.
Fig. 2 shows the order of the phases of the residue amplifier. It
should be noted that during phase STORE (1. CLK) the
amplifier holds internally the residue voltage of the 1st SAR3
sampled in the previous phase LOAD (7. CLK).

Fig. 1. Structure of the implemented pipelined SAR ADC

 CHECK S: Resetting of SAR’s output bits and check
whether Vint > VCM and set B1
‒ Switch S0 is disconnected
‒ Bits 1 to n and CTRL are unset to low (i.e., ’0’), thus M1
to Mn+1 connect the capacitors with VCM
‒ Voltage level Vint of VINT changes to
Vint = VCM - (Vin -VCM) = 2·VCM - Vin
‒ Depending on the comparator output COMP it can be
determined whether Vin is below or above VCM
• If Vin < VCM (i.e. Vint > VCM, COMP = ‘1’): mux M0
connects its output M0OUT with GND (i.e., VM0
changes to VGND = 0V), unset S (i.e., S = ‘0’)
• If Vin > VCM (i.e. Vint < VCM, COMP = ‘0’): mux M0
connects its output M0OUT with VREF (i.e.,
VM0 = VREF), set S (i.e. S = ‘1’)
‒ Set Bit 1
‒ Vint changes to Vint - (VCM - VM0)/2
 SET Bx: Successive bit setting and result estimation
‒ After Bit x is set Vint changes to Vint - (VCM - VM0)/2x
‒ COMP = S indicates that Vint crossed VCM and the
previous Bit x-1 is unset which changes Vint to
Vint + (VCM - VM0)/2x-1
 LAST BIT: Estimation of result for last Bit (Bit n)
‒ Processing of comparator output following scheme of
phase SET Bx
 TRANS: Generation of input signal for the next stage
(only 1st and 2nd SAR)
‒ Vint is equal to sum of residue and VCM
‒ Connect VINT to residue amplifier
‒ Set signal SA1 or SA2 depending on the residue to be
amplified

III. RESIDUE AMPLIFIER
The amplification of the residue is a sensitive step as high
linearity is required over a considerable range (VCM ± VREF/16)
for a high amplification factor (x8). Common solutions apply
closed-loop [12] or open-loop opamp-based circuits [14].
However, in the context of scaled technologies in the
nanometer era several challenges complicate the design of
operational amplifiers (opamps). This includes, for example,
lower supply voltages resulting in lower dynamic ranges, and
lower output resistances resulting in lower opamp gains.
A. Comparator-based switched capacitor amplifier

Fig. 2 depicts the order of the phases of each SAR. It
follows that after seven clock cycles a new result is available at
the output of the PSAC.
Fig. 2. Phases of each SAR and the amplifier (ResAMP)
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A promising solution for precise and fast residue
amplification is the comparator-based switched capacitor
residue amplifier (CBSC-RA) proposed in [2]. Its principal
idea is the application of a circuit for Zero-Crossing Detection
(ZCD) to detect a virtual ground condition in order to trigger
signal amplification.
Fig. 3 depicts the architecture of the implemented residue
amplifier, which is an improved modified version of the initial
proposal in [2]. Principal differences are an additional voltage
follower stage, with bias voltages VB1 and VB2, the removal
of the overshoot cancelation, a second current source that is
triggered by the output voltage, and a storage capacitor CS. The
first change is a consequence of the different virtual grounds of
the amplifier and the SAR, which is VCM in case of the
amplifier and a combination of VGND and VREF in case of the
SAR. The removal of the overshoot cancelation was possible
due to the fast response time of the ZCD, which will be
detailed below. The second current source (IS’ in Fig. 3)
compensates the increase of the output resistance of the
principal current source (IS in Fig. 3) for high output voltages.
The capacitor CS is applied for storage of a sampled voltage
(see also section II).
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Fig. 4. Control scheme of a) comparator-based switched capacitor residue
amplifier, b) Store stage, c) Zero-Crossing Detection

voltage VOUT of the output VOUT follows from:

VOUT = VCM +

The control scheme of the enhanced CBSC-RA is shown in
Fig. 4a. In the initial phase, the voltage Vin of input VIN is
sampled on the capacitors C1 and C2 with VCM as virtual
ground (signal φ1). The following charge transfer phase starts
with the preset of the output VOUT to GND (φ3), the
connection of bottom plates of C1 and C2 with the ZCD’s input
(φ2), and the connection of the top plates of C1 and C2 to
VCM and VOUT (φ2), respectively. Consequently, the voltage
level of VZCD changes to VCM. Next, the charging of VOUT is
enabled (φ4), which increases the level of VOUT as well as
VZCD. In case of amplified voltages above VDD-Vth, with Vth is
the transistors threshold voltage, the 2nd current source is
additionally activated (φ4’). The charging phase is canceled in
the moment the voltage of VZCD crosses VCM. Hereby, the
response time of the implemented ZCD is sufficient (below
1 ns) to prevent the need of a following correcting, i.e.
overshoot cancelation, of the output signal. The resulting

C1 + C 2
(Vin − VCM )
C2

(1)

The control scheme for the STORE and LD ST stages are
depicted in Fig. 4b.
B. Zero-Crossing Detection
The circuit for zero-crossing detection is based on the
proposal in [4] and depicted in Fig. 5. The advantage of this
circuit is low area costs, low power dissipation, and good
response times. The control scheme, shown in Fig. 4b, is as
follows. During the auto-zeroing phase, i.e. φZ1 is ‘1’, inverter
INV1 is shortened and the voltage difference between VCM and
the switching voltage of the inverter Vsw,inv is sampled on the
capacitor C1. During the comparison phase, i.e. φZ1 is ‘0’,
input VIN is connected to C1. This reduces the output voltage
VINV of the inverter and, eventually, triggers the inverter chain
leading to activation of the current source IS of the ResAMP
(see Fig. 3). When the ZCD’s input voltage VIN crosses VCM,
the input voltage of the inverter is equal to Vsw,inv and the chain
is triggered again, switching off the current source in ResAMP.
As there is a preferred slope, i.e. a change from ‘1’ to ‘0’ of
VOUT which indicates the crossing of VCM, the inverter chain
can de designed in an appropriate manner. Thus, high Vth
(HVT) transistors are added and dimensioned with low W/L
ratio in order to shift the switching point of the inverters in the

Fig. 5. Archicture of the implemented inverter-based Zero-Crossing detection
(ZCD) circuit

Fig. 3. Architecture of the implemented comparator-based switched capacitor
residue amplifier (ResAMP in Fig. 3), C1 = 7*C2
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TABLE I. PERFOMANCE SUMMARY OF PROPOSED PSAR

1

DNL (LSB)

0.5

0

fsample

4.4 MSPS

DNL

+0.45 / -0.48 LSB11

INL

+0.43 / -0.53 LSB11
440 µW

Power
11
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